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The pandemic of the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) poses a huge challenge all countries,
since no one is well prepared for it. To be better prepared for future pandemics, we
evaluated association between the internet search data with reported COVID-19 cases to
verify whether it could become an early indicator for emerging epidemic. After the
keyword filtering and Index composition, we found that there were close correlations
between Composite Index and suspected cases for COVID-19 (r ¼ 0.921, P < 0.05). The
Search Index was applied for the Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average with Exoge-
nous Variables (ARIMAX) model to quantify the relationship. Compared with the model
based on surveillance data only, the ARIMAX model had smaller Akaike Information Cri-
terion (AIC ¼ 403.51) and the most accurate predictive values. Overall, the Internet search
data could serve as a convenient indicator for predicting the epidemic and to monitor its
trends.

© 2020 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi
Communications Co., Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction

In the last 100 years, there have been several times large-scale outbreaks of a major epidemic causing by coronavirus,
namely, the Spanish Influenza Pandemic of 1918e1919, the Asian Influenza Pandemic of 1957e1958, SARS in mainland China
of 2003 and MERS in Saudi Arabia of 2012 (Bi et al., 2020; Yin and Wunderink, 2018). Since the first case of a new type
coronavirus infections was found inWuhan, Hubei, in December 2019 (Wang et al., 2020). The viral infection is spreading fast
with an increasing number of infected patients nationwide within a short period of time, and it can also cause serious illness
and death. On February 11, 2020, the new novel coronavirus pneumonia was officially named “Corona Virus Disease 2019”
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(Wertheim et al., 2014) (COVID-19) by the World Health Organization. Various investigations and research indicate that the
COVID-19 has higher infection rate and long incubation period characteristics. Low fever, cough and fatigue are the most
common initial symptoms of infection (Chinazzi, Davis,& Ajelli, 2020; Huang et al., 2020), which were similar to the seasonal
influenza symptoms, more serious is some infected patients are asymptomatic, so it could spread widely without protection
consciousness. At the same time, the counts of infected patients is increasing in other countries, especially in South Korea,
Japan, the United States, Iran and Italy (Brown et al., 2011; OrganizationCoronavi, 2020). The prevention and control of COVID-
19 has become a global arduous task.

By reason of the relatively longer incubation period of COVID-19 and the poor sanitary inspection conditions in some
regions, which result in a time lag between real epidemic and the numbers of suspected case (Backer et al., 2020; Linton et al.,
2020). Moreover, the suspected cases also need a time to be final confirmed and reported in the official published numbers.
Nowadays, comparing to other conventional infectious diseases, the outbreak is more severe in COVID-19 (Surveillances,
2020). On account of time and local resource restrains, insufficiently operational knowledge of reporting systems, and the
lag in gather data and reporting is an obstacle to the real-time reliability evaluation and control of the COVID-19 epidemic
(Lipsitch, Swerdlow, & Finelli, 2020; Milinovich et al., 2014). Therefore, in this situation when the illness does not have any
specific treatment, we need to established an early assessment systems and preparation in healthcare services to avoid such
disasters.

With the remarkable development of the Internet, search engine data have been increasingly used to track and predict the
outbreak of diseases in recent years. The research by Polgreen (Polgreen et al., 2008) and Hulth (Hulth et al., 2009) used the
Yahoo search engine and medical website to predict the incidence of influenza. In 2009, the Google Flu Trends, which suc-
cessfully predicted flu outbreaks by assessed the search volume of several keywords (Ginsberg, 2009). Moreover, the real-
time monitoring of disease trends explored on dengue fever in Singapore and Bangkok by using the Internet-based Google
Insights from 2004 to 2011 (Althouse et al., 2011). Consequently, we can utilize the search data provided by the Baidu search
index (BDI) to evaluate the trend of COVID-19 epidemic in China.

We compare the Internet keywords search data with the number of regular epidemic reports in the same period, to
analyze and evaluate the correlation between of them. Moreover, the ultimate goal of this study is to examine whether an
exogenous variable (BDI) could enhance the forecast accuracy and stability of the models based on suspected cases data from
surveillance system of COVID-19. Our research will provide a new reference approaches and indicators for real-time moni-
toring and prevention of COVID-19, which will also help to more effectively promote the accurate assessment and effective
intervention of the COVID-19 epidemic.
Materials and methods

Data sources. Two types of data are needed: one is numbers of suspected case of COVID-19 in China, and the other is
search query data from Baidu for the nationwide.We gathered the two kinds of data for the outbreak periods from January 20,
2020 to February 20, 2020. The count of suspected cases is publicly available on China Centre for Disease Control and Pre-
vention’s (China CDC) daily status report of 2019-nCoV (COVID-19). Daily search engine query datawere obtained through the
Baidu index (http://index.baidu.com), a sharing platform of big data for public.

Keyword selection and Filtering As different key words have different search frequencies at different times and regions
and diverse modeling outcomes can be obtained by selecting different keywords, thus, keywords selection is the crucial issue
in internet search data-based surveillance. Although previous studies generally chose the relevant names or clinical char-
acteristic of target illness as their critical keywords (Kang et al., 2013; Yuan et al., ; Zhou, Shen), however, there are still no
principles or criteria for guidance. Therefore, we selected the core keywords carefully to reflect terms most likely associated
with COVID-19. Primary keywords used in this study were obtaining from a Chinese website: https://ci.aizhan.com/and did
some further analysis of gathered keywords (Yuan et al., ; Liu et al., 2016a). Keywords suggested by using semantic correlation
analysis not only from Baidu, but also fromMicroblog, Wikipedia, WeChat and other portal websites (Yuan et al., ). Finally, we
obtain 14 related keywords about COVID-19 search behavior. But more keywords do not necessarily produce a greater result
in previous researches (Ginsberg, 2009; Hulth et al., 2009), since some suggested keywords are not closely related to COVID-
19, which could reduce the ability of model fit. Hence, we gathered a diversity of COVID-19 related keywords and filtered it
following two steps:

First, The Spearman correlation analysis was applied between the suspected case and the BDI of the keywords. We
removed the keywords with a maximum correlation coefficient of less than 0.4 and those correlations with no statistical
significance.

Second, we used time-series cross-correlation analysis to inspect the keywords whether having lag effects between the
keywords and the suspected cases in different lag periods (Du et al., 2017; Gu et al., 1264). Then, the lag-value with the
maximum correlation coefficient of each search keyword was considered to be included in the subsequent analysis of the
COVID-19 Search Index composition.

COVID-19 Search Index composition. After screening and deleting, the remained keywords was applied for composition
of COVID-19 Search Index for each time lag. Furthermore, we defined weights of keywords by the strength of the maximum
correlation coefficient (r) (Du et al., 2017; Gu et al., 1264). This approach was generally combined with Analytic Hierarchy
Process for a better result, however, it seems adequate to use only the correlation coefficient without adjustment for this
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study (Althouse et al., 2011). The weights calculation and COVID-19 Search Index composition equation are as follows (I) and
(II):

Weightki ¼ rki

. Xn

i¼1

rki (I)

COVID�19 Search Indexk ¼
Xn

i¼0

weightki keywordki (II)

where k is the potential time lag, n denotes the number of keywords, keywordki and weightki represent the ith keyword daily
Baidu Index and the weight of it with specific time lag(k) (Gu et al., 1264).

Model Construction. The Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average Model (ARIMA) model was extensively used to
predict infectious diseases incidence through the use of historically surveillance cases data (Du et al., 2017; Gu et al., 1264;
Ebhuoma et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019). The ARIMAX model is an important technique, which is an extension of the ARIMA
model. Compared with the ARIMA model, the ARIMAX model was the combination of multiple regression analysis and time
series analysis, it can utilize more information and test the relationship between COVID-19 suspected case and multiple
keywords Baidu search index (Granger and Swanson, 1996; Zhao et al., 2020). In addition, the multivariate models need to
examine the stationarity, estimation of coefficients and post-model evaluation, moreover, detected the distribution of model
residuals and goodness of fit in the process of the model development. The fitness of the ARIMA and ARIMAX models was
estimated by Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) to reveal the fitness of models (Chadsuthi et al., ; Cornelsen, Normand). The
lower AIC value, the better the goodness of fit of the representativemodel. Based on this, the following formulawas applied to
acquire the forecasting disease cases:

yt ¼mþ
Xk

i¼1

QiðBÞ
FiðBÞ

Bl
i
xit þ ri (III)

QiðBÞ
ri ¼FiðBÞ
at (IV)

i
In (III), index FiðBÞ and l , represents the autoregressive coefficients polynomial, moving average coefficient polynomial
and a lag operator of the ith input variables separately; xit is external variables Log (COVID-19 Search Indexk); ri was the
regression residual sequence. In (IV), QiðBÞ and FiðBÞ are denotes the rest of autoregressive coefficient polynomial and the
residual moving average coefficient polynomial, respectively; ri is the residual sequence, and at is the white noise sequence
with zeromean. yt is the dependent variable. We tested themodel residuals by the Augmented DickeyeFuller Unit Root (ADF)
test and the white noise test of residuals was also implemented according to the auto correlation plot residuals graph
(Granger and Swanson, 1996). In this research, in order to construct the models and evaluate the prediction accuracy, we
divided the overall time data into two sub-data sets: the training dataset (twenty-seven days) and the test dataset (five days).

Mean absolute percentage errors (MAPE) was used to examine the accuracy between the predicted and observed of
suspected case of COVID-19 (Lee et al., 2005, Zhang et al., 2008), which was calculated as:

MAPE¼
Xn

t¼1

����
observedt � predictedt

observedt

�����
100
n

(V)
For the models, the smaller MAPE values revealed a more accurate prediction. All data descriptive analysis was calculated
in SPSS (version 22.0). The modeling process of ARIMA and ARIMAX was analyzed by R statistical software (version 3.6.2)
using packages of ‘forecast’, ‘psych’, ‘zoo’ and ‘TSA’.

Result

Descriptive Analysis of Various Keywords. The COVID-19 relevant search statistics are shown in Table 1, which is per-
formed using Baidu search index data from January 20, 2020 to February 20, 2020 in China. Internet users search messages in
Baidu used Chinese and corresponding translation of each Chinese keywords was listed in English. We could see that the
keyword “Novel coronavirus disease”, “Real-time dynamics of novel coronavirus” and “Novel coronavirus characteristics” had
the highest average index of daily search and the keyword “The latest situation of Novel coronavirus”, “Fever degree of novel
coronavirus pneumonia” and “Novel coronavirus” search index was at a slightly low level among the 14 keywords.

Correlation Analysis and Composite Index. Through the Spearman’s rank analysis of correlation between keyword
search index and COVID-19 suspected cases, and finally five search keywords with high correlation and statistical difference
were selected (Table 2). The time-series comparison curve between the Baidu index of a few keywords and the daily counts of
suspected cases in China were demonstrated in Fig. 1. Although the search frequency of the three keywords was different, the
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overall trend was the same. Moreover, the search index showed an upward or downward trend when the number of sus-
pected cases of COVID-19 increased or decreased.

Then, the cross-correlation function (CCF) was applied to analysis the correlation between daily suspected case numbers
and keywords search index over a range of 10 days-lag values, moreover, we selected the maximum cross-correlation co-
efficients which reaching a peak at lag period (Table 2). We found that the keywords “Novel coronavirus characteristics”,
“What day is the most serious novel coronavirus symptom” and “Early symptoms of Novel coronavirus”were calculated with
distinct time-lags.

Ultimately, we estimated the weight of each keyword in the formula, and accumulate the search index according to the
weight to form Baidu composite index (COVID-19 Search Index). The coefficient of the Spearman correlation analysis between
COVID-19 suspected case and the composite index was 0.921(P < 0.001), indicating that they were significantly correlated.

Differencing and Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average Model Construction. The temporal dependence change
was observed by the plots of autocorrelation coefficient (ACF) and partial autocorrelation coefficient (PACF). The time series
displayed a clear upward trend and volatile trend, which indicated that the series was unstable. (Fig. 2a). Moreover, the unit
root test also showed that the sequence was non-stationary (P > 0.05).

After the sequence differencing, a stable time series was formed. According to the ACF, PACF and the Akaike Information
Criterion order criterion, the following univariate ARIMA (0, 2, 2) regression model was constructed to forecast the suspected
case of COVID-19 (Fig. 2b). Furthermore, the model parameter tests were all statistically significant non-zero (Table 3,
P < 0.05). The Ljung-Box test indicated that the residual series were the white noise sequence (Table 3, P > 0.05).

Multivariate time series regression model analysis. In the ARIMAX model, both the input sequence BDI and the output
sequence COVID-19 suspected cases were significantly stationary and correlative. The parameters of the ARIMAXmodels was
significantly non-zero (P < 0.05) and the residual autocorrelation test for the model couldn’t reject the null hypothesis
(P > 0.05), it exhibited in Table 3. Additionally, the ARIMAX model (AIC ¼ 403.51) with BDI as an external variable revealed
better goodness fit than the ARIMA model (AIC ¼ 404.26). Moreover, Fig. 3 indicated that the ARIMAX model had a smaller
MAPE than ARIMAmodel for the predict accuracy (MAPE ¼ 21.5 vs 51.5, a lower value indicating a more accurate prediction).

Discussion

As of February 20, 2020, 75465 reported cases, 5206 suspected cases and 2236 deaths have been reported nationwide in
China (Brown et al., 2011). With conducted series of measures such as closed all cities in Hubei province and strengthened
travel constraints throughout the country, and now the disease spread is slowing down. Nonetheless, there new cases and
new deaths still be reported every day and the epidemic may rebound as people return to work after the Spring Festival
holiday. In this case, real-time assessment of the epidemic situation was particularly significant for the rehabilitation
treatment of diseases and preparation of epidemic prevention materials in medical services (Chinazzi, Davis, & Ajelli, 2020).
Previous researches have shown that collecting and analyzing data from social media, Internet search queries and portal
websites maybe effective to early detect disease epidemic (Li et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2008), which is a complementary to
conventional surveillance systems and improve the evaluation methods of the disease.

In our study, by exploring daily internet engine search data from Baidu index, we developed a comprehensive approach
and index for monitoring and modeling COVID-19 epidemics in China. Here we found that the search index of different
keywords correlates positively with the number of suspected cases. That is, there is a significant correlation between the
Baidu search index and the potential epidemic, which indicated that we can assess and forecast the potential epidemic by
gathering and analyzing the internet search data. Meanwhile, our results were consistent with some earlier research indi-
cating that using the ARIMAX model with BDI has smaller AIC value and MAPE value, which suggested that using a multi-
variate ARIMAX model provides greater prediction than a model without variation, and good predictability in terms of
stability. Since search queries can be disposed rapidly, an early indicator for monitoring and detection of COVID-19 may
Table 1
Descriptive statistics of Baidu search index with COVID-19 related keywords.

Search Keywords (in Chinese) Search Keywords (in English) Minimum Median Maximum Mean SD

新型冠状病毒的特征 Novel coronavirus characteristics 115001 458759 626452 438054.0 124623.3
新冠状病毒症状 Novel coronavirus symptoms 12753 35416 50153 34220.5 10248.1
冠状病毒的症状 Coronavirus symptoms 54184 187419 322705 174285.1 55701.0
新型冠状病毒 Novel coronavirus disease 266892 1277132 2330851 1338312.7 452666.3
新冠状病毒 Novel coronavirus 16811 82357 173167 84299.0 26848.2
新型冠状病毒传播途径 Novel coronavirus transmission route 18719 35038 101933 38591.2 17011.7
新型冠状病毒肺炎症状 Novel coronavirus pneumonia symptoms 25489 75537 139003 83169.5 35459.7
冠状病毒第几天最严重 What day is the most serious novel coronavirus symptom 4860 32729 139781 38388.4 26144.0
新型肺炎实时动态 Real-time dynamics of novel coronavirus 1969 1157933 1679388 969591.9 503735.6
冠状病毒症状早期表现 Early symptoms of Novel coronavirus 3526 84902 150669 69961.2 44235.7
新型冠状病毒的临床表现 Clinical manifestations of novel coronavirus 4344 11933 23035 12612.2 5254.0
新型冠状感染最新情况 The latest situation of Novel coronavirus 257 1077 14926 3726.0 4819.2
新型冠状感染先兆 New signs of Novel coronavirus infection 11716 30736 36972 27766.2 7778.7
新型冠状性肺炎的发烧度数 Fever degree of novel coronavirus pneumonia 2275 4936 7668 4835.5 1792.3
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Table 2
Correlation analysis and Cross-correlation of Baidu Search index and COVID-19.

Search Keywords Correlation coefficient P value Maximum CCF Lag (day)

Novel coronavirus characteristics 0.63 <0.001 0.706 lag1
Novel coronavirus symptoms 0.42 <0.05 0.522 lag0
What day is the most serious novel coronavirus symptom 0.65 <0.001 0.548 lag3
Real-time dynamics of novel coronavirus 0.89 <0.001 0.853 lag0
Early symptoms of Novel coronavirus 0.49 <0.001 0.644 lag3
CCF: Cross-Correlation Function coefficient

Fig. 1. Time series of Some Keywords Search Index and daily suspected cases for COVID-19 in China, from January 20, 2020 to February 20, 2020. This figure
describes the time-series comparison curve between the Baidu search index and the daily suspected cases for the three keywords. The X-axis date interval is a
week; The Y-axis use two coordinates, which the black Y-axis shows the number of daily suspected cases, the red Y axis is the Baidu search index of the keywords;
BDI: Baidu Search index.

Fig. 2. Autocorrelation function (ACF) and partial ACF (PACF) plots of original COVID-19 suspected cases and Autocorrelation check of residuals for the model.
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obtained by combining the ARIMA model with real time Baidu search engine query data, and the efficiency of the infectious
disease surveillance system to greater assess the potential epidemic situation can be improved, which is vital for the pre-
vention and control of COVID-19.

As we all known, the COVID-19 infectivity are strongly and has relatively long incubation (Backer et al., 2020; Guan et al.,
2020; Liu et al., 2020), so it is a very urgent and important issue to discover and isolate the suspected cases. Only when
quarantine measures are widely implemented can we better protect susceptible groups. This is essential for controlling the
spread of the epidemic nationwide. Furthermore, this model was applied to the published data of Baidu search index to
predict the trends of COVID-19 epidemic, and shown a precise forecasting of the trends with the keywords. Currently, COVID-
19 has spread to nearly 200 countries and regions (OrganizationCoronavi, 2020). For countries or regions in the early stages of
an outbreak or with low detection capacity, our model can estimate the epidemic through collecting and analysis the internet
search data and provide direction on the control of the epidemic and reduce further transmission. In conclusion, this model, if
it can be a supplement to support traditional surveillance systems, can provide sensitive monitoring of disease and epidemic
situation information before the diagnosis of the disease is reported and discover more suspected cases, which can also
contribute to allocate medical staff and material resources efficiently.
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Table 3
Parameter characteristics of ARIMAX models for the relationship between COVID-19 suspected cases and Baidu Index variables.

Model Variable Parameter Coefficients p value Ljung-Box test AIC

Q value P value

Model1 ARIMA MA1 �1.458 <0.05 1.602 0.659 404.26
MA2 0.853 <0.05

Model2 ARIMAX þ BDI MA1 �1.4407 <0.05 1.532 0.675 403.51
MA2 0.8493 <0.05

Fig. 3. Forecasting the counts of COVID-19 suspected cases from the two models in China. BDI: Baidu Index; MAPE: mean absolute percentage error.

K. Li, Y. Liang, J. Li et al. Infectious Disease Modelling 5 (2020) 848e854
However, there are several limitations of our study. As individual online search behavior constantly changing and there are
some relevant keywords in the Baidu index are still not included, we haven’t obtained enough data for the prediction model,
which may lead to an undervaluation of the correlation (Kang et al., 2013; Eysenbach, 2006; Yoo et al., et al.). Another
limitation base on its retrospective nature, we used the keywords in this study only represent the search behavior of in-
dividuals from January 20, 2020 to February 20, 2020, therefore, it cannot ensure consistent and effective prediction in the
future. In time series analysis, long-term data support is required. Furthermore, according to the currently report of China
Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC), Internet penetration rate reached 60% in China in 2019. This means that the
Internet still unavailable access in some rural areas.

In summary, using data of the search engine query, may be a batter novel indicator for earlymonitoring andwarning of the
epidemic of COVID-19 outbreak, as well as help public health officials to assess and predict the progress of disease outbreaks
in real time, which take effective early warning and intervention measures. Moreover, in this study the process of search
keywords analysis detains can provide some reference value. Future reaches can prospectively collect and analyze data from
Internet search index to early assess outbreaks of other diseases in China.
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